
 
            M-201 Double Glider Canopy Kit 

                  (Fits Double Glider M-200) 
 

 
NOTE: Check contents and read directions carefully before assembly. Report missing or 
damaged items to Moon Valley customer service at 313-766-4950.   

 

Canopy Components & Hardware 
(1) Swing Canopy Fabric 
(3) 86” Metal Poles 
(2) “M” Brackets 
(4) “Q” Brackets 
(4) 3/8 Nut 
(4) 2.5” Bolts 
(6) Black Plastic Pole Caps 
 

Tools Needed 
Socket Wrench 
Extra Set of Hands 
 

 
 
 
Assembly Directions 
 
Step 1: Attach a “Q” bracket to each machine bolt extending from each glider frame leg.  Position 
so curved loop extends up and away from the top of the glider leg.  
Step 2: Fasten the 3/8” nut to the end of the machine bolt and snug the “Q” bracket in place. 
Step 3: Lay one of the 86” metal poles across the center of the glider top frame parallel with the 
long sides of the upper frame. 
Step 4: Fully open the canopy fabric and drape over the top of the glider frame. Inspect the 
canopy fabric and notice the pole sleeves sewn into the underside of the fabric. Orient these 
sleeve openings of the fabric to run parallel with the long sides of the upper frame and in line 
with the “Q” loop brackets. 
Step 5: Beginning at one corner of the canopy, insert an 86” pole through the pole sleeve about 
10” until the pole is visible in the opening, at this point position the pole to run through the “Q” 
loop and back into the pole sleeve. Continue, carefully inserting the pole through the pole sleeve 
and into the next pole sleeve opening. At this point, insert the metal pole through the second “Q” 
loop and back into the remaining pole sleeve. Repeat this process for the fabric and the 2 “Q” 
loop brackets on the opposite side. 
Step 6: Lift center 86” metal pole and place one “M” bracket under each end of the pole.  Center 
the bracket on the frame log and then squeeze bracket together at the bottom until canopy 
becomes taught. 
Step 7: Secure the “M” bracket to the top frame pole using the 2.5” lag bolts provided. Repeat on 
opposite side. 
Step 8: Place the provided black plastic caps on all pole ends to protect the canopy fabric. 
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